We promote the Immirzi parameter to be a minimally coupled scalar field and we analyzed the Hamiltonian constraints in the framework of Loop Quantum Gravity without the time gauge. Proper SU(2) connections can be defined and a term containing derivatives of the field β enters into their definition. Furthermore, boost degrees of freedom are non-dynamical, while the super-momentum constraints coincide with the scalar field case. Hence, the kinematical Hilbert space can be defined as for gravity in presence of a minimally coupled scalar field. Then, we analyzed the dynamical implications of this scenario and we outline how a dynamical relaxation to a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value is predicted, so recovering the standard Loop Quantum Gravity formulation.
INTRODUCTION
The quantization of the gravitational field via the Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG) approach [1] allows to define a proper kinematical Hilbert space, where geometrical operators have discrete spectra [2] . Hence, even though there are still problems with the definition of the physical Hilbert space and with the description of semi-classical states, nevertheless LQG can be considered the most successful non-perturbative Quantum Gravity model.
Indeed, already at the kinematical level a fundamental ambiguity arises, the Immirzi parameter γ [3] . Such a quantity enters into the definition of the SU(2) connections (Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi connections [4] ), which are the basic variables within this scheme. At the Lagrangian level, γ is just a factor in front of the socalled Holst modification [5] of the Einstein-Hilbert action. This modification does not affect the classical dynamics in the vacuum and, in fact, the value of γ can be changed by a canonical transformation. However, once the theory is quantized, γ labels inequivalent quantum sectors [6] and it enters into the spectra of geometric operators, so fixing the scale of the space discreteness.
Although there have been efforts to remove this sort of ambiguity (for instance in Covariant Loop Quantum Gravity [7] ), nevertheless the prevailing idea among the LQG community is to regard γ as a new fundamental parameter, which for instance can be fixed from the issue of reproducing the black hole entropy [8] given by the Bekenstein formula [9] . In particular, a topological interpretation was proposed for γ [10] , in analogy with the θ sector of QCD [11] .
Recently, it was shown [12] that once such a parameter is promoted to be a field, the divergent contribution * Electronic address: francesco.cianfrani@icra.it, montani@icra.it to the chiral anomaly can be reabsorbed by renormalization. This point is taken as an indication that the Immirzi parameter is a fundamental field. In this respect, the possible cosmological implications of an Immirzi scalar and pseudo-scalar field were addressed in [13] and [14] , respectively. In this scheme the kinetic term for the Immirzi field is inferred by solving the second Cartan structure equation. Nevertheless, it is not all clear whether this procedure can be implemented on a quantum level. This point was not addressed in [12] , since the analysis was performed on a Lagrangian level, only. However, the main problem consists in the fact that proper SU(2) Gauss constraint has not been obtained in this framework, thus the whole quantization in terms of SU(2) holonomies and fluxes is very questionable.
The relevant achievement of this work consists in inferring proper SU(2) Gauss constraints when dealing with an Immirzi scalar field, whose kinetic and potential terms do not depend on the geometry. We apply the formalism of LQG without the time gauge developed in [15, 16] . In particular, we performed the Hamiltonian analysis, which outlines that the Gauss constraints of the Lorentz group are modified by the presence of the Immirzi field. Then, we solve second-class constraints arising in the Hamiltonian formulation and we promote boost degrees of freedom χ a to be dynamical variables. Hence, we demonstrate that proper SU(2) Gauss constraints arise, while conjugate momenta to χ a vanish. Furthermore from the analysis of the super-momentum constraints we conclude that the kinematical sector coincides with that one of gravity in presence of a scalar field in the time gauge. Therefore, the geometry and the Immirzi field can be quantized simultaneously. This result confirms the ability of the adopted procedure to work out a proper set of constraints in view of the quantization.
On a dynamical level, we emphasize the main differences with respect to the scalar field case. The most important achievement is the possibility to explain the relaxation of the Immirzi field to a fixed value, once spatial gradients are neglected. Therefore, standard Loop Quantum Gravity with the Immirzi parameter is inferred as a low energy description.
HAMILTONIAN STRUCTURE
In LQG the starting point of the Lagrangian formulation for gravity is the Holst action [5] , which reads as follows (in units c = 8πG = 1)
g µν being the metric tensor, while e 
The Immirzi parameter γ = 1/β is contained into
CD . In view of removing this ambiguity, we promote β to a scalar field minimally coupled to gravity. We add a canonical kinetic term and a potential V (β), such that the full action reads
We denote by By a Legendre transformation, the Hamiltonian density is obtained and it turns out to be a linear combination of the following constraints:
Here, H and H i stand for the super-Hamiltonian and the super-momentum, respectively, while G AB = 0 are the constraints associated with the local Lorentz invariance.
Other constraints C ij = 0 and D kl = 0 makes the whole system second-class and they are not associated with any gauge symmetry. It is worth noting that even though β is promoted to a field, no modification occurs into the expression of C ij and D ij with respect to the vacuum case. However, G AB change and their expressions in terms of π i AB do not reproduce anymore the Gauss constraints of the Lorentz group. This point affects significantly the analysis of constraints with respect to the cases discussed in [15, 16] .
REDUCTION TO A FIRST-CLASS SET OF CONSTRAINTS
Let us now denote π 
We point out that, as in the case of a non-minimally coupled scalar field [16] , β h ij does not coincide with the spatial metric h ij , since one has
2 )h ij . The constraints C ij = 0 and D ij = 0 are solved by restricting to the following hypersurfaces
. The functions χ a label different solutions and it can be demonstrated that the geometrical scenario underlying such a picture is characterized by the following set of 4-bein vectors
Hence, χ a give the velocity components of the local Lorentz frame with respect to spatial hypersurfaces.
As for 
In particular the explicit expression of
This additional term is the modification with respect to case in which a scalar field is present [16] . It does not contribute to D ij , while as soon as the relations (9), (10) are inserted into G AB one gets
The relations above insure that the constraints associated to boosts become redundant. This feature will allow us to define a canonical transformation mapping the initial phase space variables to coordinates on the hypersurfaces defined by conditions (7) and (8) .
Furthermore, the presence of terms containing derivatives of the field β into spinor connections ω ab i is not surprising. In fact such terms are predicted also in a first-order formulation for the action (1) when solving the II Cartan structure equation.
KINEMATICAL SECTOR
The analysis of the relic set of constraints is complicated by the fact that a non-trivial symplectic form is induced by the conditions (9) and (10) . We simplifies such an analysis by looking for a set of conjugate variables parameterizing the associated hypersurfaces into the phase space. Furthermore, the requirement of dealing with a canonical transformation mapping the initial set of variables to the final ones will replace the constraints G 0a = 0.
Having in mind the standard LQG formulation, we define generalized Ashtekar-Barbero-Immirzi variables A a i such that their conjugate momenta are inverse densitized triads, which we denote by π 
while A a i is given by
where
Let us now write G ab = 0 in terms of a { A a i , π i a }, using the condition
We find that it is possible to infer the Gauss constraints of the SU(2) group, but the following re-scaling has to be performed
Therefore, from G ab = 0 we get
Hence, the structure of a SU(2) gauge theory can be found out also in presence of an Immirzi-like field. This is a decisive result in view of applying the LQG quantization procedure.
As mentioned above, other constraints are inferred from the requirement that the transformation {ω
π} is canonical. It is rather impressive that the conditions associated to the request of dealing with a canonical transformation coincide simply with the vanishing behavior of the conjugate momenta to χ a , i.e.
Therefore, variables χ a do not play any dynamical role and henceforth they behave as Lagrangian multipliers.
In addition the conjugate momentum to β does not coincide anymore with the original one β π. This is due to the presence of β into 
where the explicit expression of
∇ i being the covariant derivative with respect to
In terms of these variables the super-momentum constraints coincide with those ones of a scalar field, i.e.
A c j . Therefore, from constraints (19) , (20) and (23) one infers that the kinematical sector of LQG without the time gauge in presence of the Immirzi field coincides with that one of LQG in presence of a scalar field.
DYNAMICAL CONTENT
The analysis of the super-Hamiltonian constraint emphasizes that the dynamics of the Immirzi field does not coincide with the analogous one for a minimally coupled scalar field.
In particular, the expression of H in the adopted set of variables is the following one
It is worth noting the presence of β π, which is not the conjugate momenta to β, since it also contains terms involving (β) A a i and (β) π i a (21). Therefore, within this scheme a non-trivial interaction is predicted between β and geometric degrees of freedom, thus making the dynamics of this field a tantalizing subject of investigation in LQG.
A further modification is given by the presence of terms with second spatial spatial derivatives of the field β.
On a kinematical level, geometrical variables (β) π i a describe the fictitious re-scaled spatial metric β h ij = βh ij and not the true one h ij . For this reason, β h ij behaves as the basic geometric variable and this idea will be confirmed by the quantum analysis of the next section.
Hence, the effective potential for β is given by V ef f = V (β)/β 3 . If we assume V (β) to be a quartic potential, i.e. V (β) = µ 2 β 2 + 1 4 λβ 4 , we finally get the following expression
Such a potential exhibits a non vanishing minimum. Hence neglecting spatial gradients and the interaction with the geometry, a dynamical relaxation to a nonvanishing expectation value is predicted for the Immirzi field. This relaxation is able to explain its parametric role in standard LQG. In fact, at energy scales much smaller that the minimum of V ef f (β) the main contribution to the dynamics is given by the vacuum expectation value β min , while the oscillations of β around such a minimum behave as massive perturbations.
In particular, the resulting Immirzi parameter reads as
Hence, the introduction of the Immirzi field minimally coupled with the geometry allows to reproduce as a low energy effect LQG with the Immirzi parameter.
LOOP QUANTIZATION OF THE MODEL.
As outlined in section 4, the kinematical constraints coincide with those ones of gravity in presence of a scalar field, a part from the conditions (20) . Hence, as soon as any dependence from χ a is avoided for quantum states, the kinematical Hilbert space H Kin can be defined as in standard LQG in presence of a scalar field β [17, 18, 19] .
In particular, the field β is quantized by virtue of pointlike holonomies [17, 18] , i.e.
and of volume-integrated momenta Π(V ) =
This choice of variables allows to define a background-independent measure dµ U .
As for gravitational degrees of freedom, they can be treated by the standard LQG procedure [1] , based on the algebra generated by holonomies of the SU(2) connections
A a i along edges, and fluxes of momenta across surfaces S.
The resulting Hilbert space is given by
whereĀ andŪ denote the algebra of distributional connections and distributional scalar fields, respectively. The proper SU(2)-invariant sector can be find out for L 2 (Ā, dµ SU (2) 0 ) and basis vectors are invariant spinnetworks T α . Because β does not carry SU(2) quantum numbers, no SU(2)-invariant space has to be select out. As a consequence, unlike the case in which a Higgs field is present, point-like holonomies are not restricted on spinnetwork vertexes.
However,
π i a are inverse densitized vectors of the rescaled fictitious metric β h ij . Hence the area operator of a surface S with respect to the fictitious geometry β h ij acts on a spin network T α along a graph α as follows
j e being the quantum numbers of the SU (2) representation associated with the edge e, while the sum runs on all the non-tangential edges of α starting from S. In the expression above we re-insert the constants G, and c, which combine to form the Planck length l P .
True geometrical operators turn out to depend on the field β. The representation of the associated operator on a quantum level is complicated, because only point like holonomies are well defined (see [19] for a proper regularization in the case of a Higgs-like scalar field) and β enters by a negative power. If we can define a state in which 1/β acquires the expectation value < 1/β >= 1/β 0 (x) in some region containing S, then the expectation value of the true area operator (associated with the metric h ij ) becomes
p e being the point of the edge e which belongs to S. Therefore, in this case the contribution which the field β provides to the area spectra is the expected factor due to the redefinition of (β) π i a . However, since now β is a fundamental field and not a parameter, such a contribution qualifies β h ij as the basic geometric structure. We point out that in the limit in which LQG is fully recovered, i.e. for a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value of the Immirzi field, β is constant and our analysis of the area spectrum overlaps the case treated in [20] when the non-minimally coupled scalar field is constant on the horizon of a black hole.
CONCLUSIONS
We discussed the dynamical implications of promoting the Immirzi parameter to a scalar field with canonical kinetic and potential terms. We demonstrated that the analysis of constraints allows to define proper SU(2) connections, which are canonically conjugated to re-scaled densitized 3-bein vectors of the spatial metric. It was emphasized that the time-gauge condition is not at all necessary since, like in vacuum [15] and in presence of a non-minimally coupled scalar field [16] , conjugate momenta to variables χ a are constrained to vanish. Hence, the kinematical sector of such a model reproduced exactly that one of a scalar field minimally coupled to geometry, so the development of the kinematical Hilbert space can be carried on as in [17] .
Indeed, the dynamical behavior of β was characterized by two main differences with respect to a minimally coupled scalar field. The first peculiarity consisted in the appearance of second spatial derivatives of the Immirzi field into the super-Hamiltonian constraint. The second difference is due to the the presence of β into the definition of SU (2) connections. Such a feature implied that the momenta canonically conjugated to β needed a redefinition and a non-trivial interaction with geometric variables was predicted.
Therefore the dynamics of the Immirzi field deserves further investigations. In this respect the application of this scheme to Loop Quantum Cosmology is intriguing, since the Immirzi field would be a distinctive component of the cosmological bath or it would manifest a peculiar behavior as a clock-like matter field.
Then, we suggested to regard the re-scaled metric β h ij as the basic geometric quantity. Such an interpretation came from the fact that "electric field" variables (β) π i a are densitized inverse 3-bein of β h ij . Hence, an effective potential was predicted for β which was able to explain the dynamical relaxation to a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value. This feature was required to find out standard LQG with the Immirzi parameter as a low energy effect.
We did not discuss the quantization of the full Hamiltonian constraint (24). The treatment of inverse powers of the field β is highly non-trivial and the definition of a proper super-Hamiltonian operator requires the extension of the techniques developed in [19] .
